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Recession?
Since 1965, the U.S. treasury yield curve has inverted seven times. By this, we mean the 10-year
treasury rate has been lower than the 2-year treasury rate. Recession followed on average about 14
months later. During recessions in 1973-74, 2000-02 and 2007-09, the S&P 500 lost roughly half of its
value. Yield curve inversion, recessions and the stock market losing half of its value are important
concerns for stock investors.
The 10-year and 2-year treasury rates (10y-2y) have not inverted. As of March 27, the 2-year treasury
rate is 2.22% and the 10-year rate is greater at 2.39%. The spread of 17 basis points is not
inconsequential. The 10y-2y is the metric Delta tracks.
The 10-year and 3-month treasury rates (10y-3m) have inverted. As of March 27, the 3-month treasury
rate is 2.44% and the 10-year is lower at 2.39%.
The Federal Reserve believes both the 10y-3m and 10y-2y term spreads are predictive indicators of
recessions. After examining data from 1972 to 2018, the Fed concludes “all of these term spreads are
fairly accurate predictors and quite informative about future recession risk; the differences in forecasting
accuracy are small.” (Source: FRBSF Economic Letter 2018-20, August 27, 2018)

The U.S. treasury yield curve is giving us a mixed message; both term spreads (10y-2y and 10y-3m) have
roughly equal predictive power yet they are not in agreement.

Just like a referee, we can only call what we see. No foul (inversion) has been committed in the 10y-2y
spread. The 10y-3m spread may suggest that the entire yield curve will eventually invert sometime in the
future but as of this date, it has not. As an impartial judge, we should let play continue until a foul is
actually committed.
We have the benefit of time. The fastest elapsed time from inversion to recession was 7 months in March
of 1973. Rather than a recession prediction, we may just have a distortion in the short-end of the yield
curve.
The short end of the treasury curve has been pushed higher by the Fed’s 2018 rate hikes while the
longer-dated interest rates have remained low and fallen on a slower economic growth outlook. The
growth outlook diminished with corporate earnings estimates being reduced (negative year-over-year
earnings growth estimated for the first quarter) and manufacturing activity in some large economies
including China and Germany moving into contraction. Since November of 2018, the 10-year treasury
rate has declined from about 3.23% to 2.37%. The very short-term rates (particularly the Fed Funds rate)
are determined by the Federal Reserve and are unlikely to go down unless the Fed lowers them.
The U.S. and China are engaged in active trade talks which extend into next week. The outcome of
these talks may impact global economic growth projections. Two weeks from now, earnings season
begins again. Company managements will provide their view on growth. Stronger growth projections
could cause the 10-year treasury rate to rise. The 10y-3m inversion may flip to a positive slope on an
improved growth outlook or the 10y-2y rates may invert on a disappointing outlook. For now, no foul, play
on.
Give Us a Call Today
We invite you to give us a call at (415) 249-6337, visit www.deltaim.com or email us at info@deltaim.com
if you have questions about how we can assist you in managing your investment accounts.
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